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 Mã đề thi 401 
Họ, tên thí sinh:.......................................................................... 
Số báo danh:......................... 
 
Choose the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation. 
Câu 1:  A. signal B. kidding C. whistle D. slight 
Câu 2:  A. cleaned B. walked C. cycled D. explored 
Choose the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following questions. 
Câu 3: For such a demanding job, you will need  qualifications, soft skills and having full commitment 

A. qualifications B. such 
C. having full commitment D. will need 

Câu 4: This bed, where he used to rest on, is made of wood. 
A. of B. where C. used to D. is made 

Câu 5: An increased number of city dwellers has made the obsolete infrastructure worse and required a lot 
of repairs in these days. 

A. has made B. obsolete infrastructure 
C. required D. repairs 

Read the passage and choose the correct answer to each of the questions from 6 to 10. 
Ocean water plays an indispensable role in supporting life. The great ocean basins hold about 300 million 

cubic miles of water. From this vast amount, about 80,000 cubic miles of water are sucked into the 
atmosphere each year by evaporation and returned by precipitation and drainage to the ocean. More than 
24,000 cubic miles of rain descend annually upon the continents. This vast amount is required to replenish 
the lakes and streams, springs and water tables on which all flora and fauna are dependent. Thus, the 
hydrosphere permits organic existence. The hydrosphere has strange characteristics because water has 
properties unlike those of any other liquid. One anomaly is that water upon freezing expands by about 9 
percent, whereas most liquids contract on cooling. For this reason, ice floats on water bodies instead of 
sinking to the bottom. If the ice sank, the hydrosphere would soon be frozen solidly, except for a thin layer 
of surface melt water during the summer season. Thus, all aquatic life would be destroyed and the 
interchange of warm and cold currents, which moderates climate, would be notably absent. Another 
outstanding characteristic of water is that water has a heat capacity which is the highest of all liquids and 
solids except ammonia. This characteristic enables the oceans to absorb and store vast quantities of heat, 
thereby often preventing climatic extremes. In addition, water dissolves more substances than any other 
liquid. It is this characteristic which helps make oceans a great storehouse for minerals which have been 
washed down from the continents. In several areas of the world these minerals are being commercially 
exploited. Solar evaporation of salt is widely practiced, potash (KCO3) is extracted from the Dead Sea, and 
magnesium is produced from sea water along the American Gulf Coast. 
Câu 6:  The phrase "This vast amount" refers to _______. 

A. 300 million cubic miles of water B. 80,000 million cubic of water 
C. 80,000 cubic miles of water D. 24,000 cubic miles of rain 

Câu 7:  According to the passage, fish can survive in the oceans because_____. 
A. ice floats 
B. they do not need oxygen 
C. there are currents in the ocean 
D. evaporation and condensation create a water cycle 

Câu 8:  Which of the following is NOT mentioned as a characteristic of water? 
A. Water can absorb heat. B. Water contracts on cooling. 
C. Water is a good solvent. D. Water expands when it is frozen. 

Câu 9: The word "outstanding" is closest in meaning to_______. 
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A. special B. amusing C. important D. exceptionally good 
Câu 10:  According to the passage, the hydrosphere is NOT ______. 

A. responsible for all forms of life B. a source of natural resources 
C. that part of the earth covered by water D. in danger of freezing water 

Choose the correct answer to each of the following questions. 
Câu 11: The 22nd SEA Games consisted of athletes from eleven _______ countries. 

A. participating B. participant C. participate D. participation 
Câu 12: _______ handball is fast becoming_______ popular sport worldwide. 

A. X/ the B. A/x C. The/the D. X/ a 
Câu 13: In many countries, prospective students apply for _______ during their last year of high school. 

A. achievement B. information C. admission D. course 
Câu 14: The meeting has been put______ to Friday because many people have got flu. 

A. in B. back C. up D. out 
Câu 15: As the drug took _______, the boy became quieter. 

A. effect B. action C. influence D. force 
Câu 16: His father _______ back home tomorrow. 

A. is expected to have come B. is expected to come 
C. expects to have come D. expects to come 

Câu 17: The more your daughter grows, _________  she is. 
A. the taller B. the tallest C. tallest D. taller 

Câu 18: By the end of next year, George______ English for 2 years. 
A. has learned B. will have learned C. will learn D. would learn 

Câu 19: No one died in the accident, ____________? 
A. did he B. didn’t they C. did they D. didn’t he 

Câu 20: You have to move this box to make room________ the new television set. 
A. with B. about C. to D. for 

Câu 21: He was asked to _______ his presence at the scene of crime. 
A. exchange B. complain C. explain D. arrange 

Câu 22: If orders keep coming like this, I’ll have to_______ more staff. 
A. give up B. take on C. add in D. gain on 

Câu 23: He asked me _______ his advice the previous day. 
A. why didn’t I follow B. why I had not followed 
C. why had I not followed D. why I didn’t follow 

Câu 24: It is important that she ___________ to take her medicine twice a day. 
A. to remember B. remembers C. remembering D. remember 

Câu 25: If you had caught the bus, you _____ late for work.  
 A. wouldn't have been   B. would have been  
 C. wouldn’t be   D. would be  
Choose the word(s) that is CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following questions. 
Câu 26: Whenever Susan invites us to dinner, she customarily prepares a lot of delicious food. 

A. usually B. certainly C. necessarily D. naturally 
Câu 27: I must look through my note before the examination. 

A. work B. read quickly C. learn D. revise 
Choose the word that differs from the other three in the position of primary stress. 
Câu 28:  A. vertical B. wonderful C. memorial D. personal 
Câu 29:  A. success B. balloon C. canal D. future 
Choose the word(s) that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following questions. 
Câu 30: I would be happy to go along with the idea. 

A. approve with B. agree with C. support to D. disagree with 
Câu 31: Our well-trained staff are always courteous to customers. 

A. rude B. polite C. friendly D. helpful 
Choose the most suitable response to complete each of the following exchanges. 
Câu 32: Two friends Andy and Brian are talking about Lily’s new dress. 

- Andy: “What a nice dress you have!”       
- Lily: "______________" 
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A. Don’t you like it? B. No way. It’s second-hand. 
C. Thanks. Tom bought it for my birthday. D. You’re quite right. 

Câu 33: Lily is talking to Chris about his new job. 
-  Lily: “How do you think of your new job?” 
-  Chris:   “_______________” 
A. It is well – paid B. I’m very well. 
C. I take a bus to work every day. D. I’m enjoying it a lot. 
Choose the sentence that best combines each pair of sentences in the following questions 

Câu 34: Birth-control was developed. Women could delay having children. 
A. Because of the development of birth-control, women could delay having children. 
B. In spite of the development of birth-control, women could delay having children. 
C. In order to develop birth-control, women could delay having children. 
D. But for the development of birth-control, women could delay having children. 

Câu 35: After she had spent the whole month studying the effects of deforestation, she collected enough 
data. 

A. After she collected enough data, she spent the whole month studying the effects of deforestation. 
B. She had collected enough data but she still spent the whole month studying the effects of deforestation. 
C. Having spent the whole month studying the effects of deforestation, she was collected enough data. 
D. Having spent the whole month studying the effects of deforestation, she collected enough data. 

Read the passage and choose the correct word or phrase that best fits each blank from 36 to 40. 
If your reservations are booked far enough  ___(36)___   of time, the airline may offer to mail your tickets 

to you. However, if you don't receive the tickets and the airline's records show that they mailed them, you 
may have to go through cumbersome lost-ticket procedures. It is safer to check the telephone  ___(37)___   
for a conveniently located travel agency or airline ticket office and buy your tickets there. As soon as you 
receive your ticket, check to make sure all the information on it is correct, especially the airports (if any of 
the cities have more than one) and the flight dates. Have any necessary corrections ___(38)___   
immediately. 

It's a good idea to reconfirm your reservations before you start your trip; flight schedules sometimes 
change. On international trips, most airlines require that you reconfirm your onward or return at  ___(39)___   
72 hours before each flight. If you don't, your reservations may be canceled. Check your ticket as you board 
each flight to ensure that only the correct coupon has been removed ___(40)___  the airline agent. 
Câu 36:  A. ahead B. because C. in advance D. in front 
Câu 37:  A. company B. shop C. directory D. box 
Câu 38:  A. making B. make C. to make D. made 
Câu 39:  A. least B. no C. booking D. last 
Câu 40:  A. to B. by C. for D. from 
Choose the sentence that is closest in meaning to each of the following questions. 
Câu 41: They won the final match just because they had an excellent goalkeeper. 

A. Their excellent goalkeeper prevented them from winning the final match. 
B. They didn’t win the final match because their goalkeeper was not excellent enough. 
C. But for the excellent goalkeeper, they would have lost the final match 
D. If their goalkeeper were not excellent, they would always lose the final match. 

Câu 42: It was wrong of you to criticize her in front of her friends. 
A. You must have criticized her in front of her friends. 
B. You should have criticized her in front of her friends. 
C. You needn’t have criticized her in front of her friends. 
D. You shouldn’t have criticized her in front of her friends. 

Câu 43: South Korean coach Park Hang-seo on Thursday announced a list of 28 players who will prepare 
for the January AFC U23 Championship. 

A. A list of 28 players who will prepare for the January AFC U23 Championship is announced by South 
Korean coach Park Hang-seo on Thursday.  

B. A list of 28 players who will prepare for the January AFC U23 Championship has been announced by 
South Korean coach Park Hang-seo on Thursday. 

C. A list of 28 players who will prepare for the January AFC U23 Championship was announced by 
South Korean coach Park Hang-seo on Thursday.  
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D. A list of 28 players who will prepare for the January AFC U23 Championship were announced by 
South Korean coach Park Hang-seo on Thursday. 
Read the passage and choose the correct answer to each of the questions from 44 to 50. 

There is a common expression in the English language referring to a blue moon. When people say that 
something happens “only once in a blue moon,” they mean that it happens only very rarely, once in a great 
while. This has been around for at least a century and a half; there are references to this expression that date 
from the second half of the nineteenth century. 

The expression “a blue moon” has come to refer to the second full moon occurring in any given calendar 
month. A second full moon is not called a blue moon because it is particularly blue or is any different in hue 
from the first full moon of the month. Instead, it is called a blue moon because it is so rare. The moon needs 
a little more than 29 days to complete the cycle from full moon to full moon. Because every month except 
February has more than 29 days, every month will have at least one full moon (except February, which will 
have a full moon unless there is a full moon at the very end of January and another full moon at the very 
beginning of March). It is on the occasion when a given calendar month has a second full moon that a blue 
moon occurs. This does not happen very often, only three or four times in a decade. 

The blue moons of today are called blue moons because of their rarity and not because of their color; 
however, the expression “blue moon” may have come into existence in reference to unusual circumstances 
in which the moon actually appeared blue. Certain natural phenomena of gigantic proportions can actually 
change the appearance of the moon from Earth. The eruption of the Krakatoa volcano in 1883 left dust 
particles in the atmosphere, which clouded the sun and gave the moon a bluish tint. This particular 
occurrence of the blue moon may have given rise to the expression that we use today. Another example 
occurred more than a century later. When Mount Pinatubo erupted in the Philippines in 1991, the moon 
again took on a blue tint. 

                          (Adapted from Longman Complete Course for the TOEFL Test) 
Câu 44: What does the word “This” refer to? 

A. the moon B. the expression C. a blue moon D. English 
Câu 45:  How long has the expression “once in a blue moon” been around? 

A. For more than 100 years B. For around 50 years 
C. For 200 years D. For less than 100 years 

Câu 46:  Which of the following is NOT true about “a blue moon” _______. 
A. It is rare B. it has blue color 
C. It occurs 3 or 4 times in 10 years D. It is the second full moon in a month 

Câu 47:  Which of the following might be the date of a “blue moon”? 
A. February 28 B. January 1 C. December 31 D. April 15 

Câu 48:  According to the passage, the moon actually looked blue _______. 
A. when it occurred late in the moon B. during the month of February 
C. after large volcanic eruptions D. several times a year 

Câu 49:  The phrasal verb “took on” in the passage could be best replaced by _______. 
A. employed B. began to have C. undertook D. tackled 

Câu 50:  This passage is about _______. 
A. an unusual color B. a month on the calendar 
C. an idiomatic expression D. a phase of the moon 

----------------------------------------------- 
 

----------- HẾT ---------- 
                                     Thí sinh không sử dụng tài liệu, giám thị không giải thích gì thêm 
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